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The book teaches children how to draw their favorite super heroes using basic shapes that they
already know how to draw or can be easily learned. By following the examples, children learn to see
complex pictures as just a grouping of simple shapes. After just a few lessons they are ready to
master their own characters and more!
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My 9-year old son and his friends are all about drawing their own comics. My son is just starting to
learn. We got him several comic drawing books that come highly recommended, but this one won
the spotlight! I think many comic drawing books can be intimidating for a kid, but this one gives the
basics, using shapes they know, to draw all their super heroes (or ones they can create on their
own!). This book is a great place to start for your kids!

Got this for a 6-year-old nephew who loves both drawing and superheroes. Just 5 basic shapes are
needed to sketch the basic superhero body, which is the same for all of them. Additional steps show
how to fill in the design and customize. No frustration!The book has designs for 20 superheroes, a
nice variety. If your kid has a special favorite you will want to be sure you are getting the right book
though---there are several different volumes.

My 9 year old son totally LOVED this book. He really enjoyed making the drawings. He liked it so
much, he carried this book around. Most superhero drawing books are way too complex for his skill

level. This was attainable and fun. I highly recommend this. I hope Steve Hilker will continue to
make more drawing books like this...maybe Minecraft!

My 5 year old boy loves super heroes & drawing.... and this book!!! He can do them all probably
95%. Majority of the time he's completely content doing what he's able, but sometimes he'll ask me
to help with the small details in the face or somewhere. There was one super hero that I glued the
pages together & permanent marker over his face on the back cover-- the ghost rider.... I felt like he
looks way to scary for a 5 year old. My son didn't care that I did that & loves the book. We're very
happy with it!!!

My son's kindergarten teacher asked us to give him some more exercise with using pencils,
because his fine motor skills are delayed. She recommended a couple of cute how-to-draw books,
but when I saw this one I knew it was just the thing. He's bananas for superheroes. This one
contains both DC and Marvel heroes and is very, very simple to follow--there are some other lovely
how-to-draw-superheroes books out there but they are for older kids or even adults. This one is so
satisfying for my son because they are dead simple but totally recognizable. He has drawn most of
them and mailed the pictures to his friends and grandparents. :)

I have a 6 year old son who loves two things right now Superheroes and Drawing. This book is
perfect for his age level! He loves it. The book breaks it down into simple shapes and steps for the
child. We also bought the How to Draw Comic Book Super Villains and How to Draw More Comic
Book Super Heroes from Steve Hiker, and I know I don't know everything about comics, but I am
pretty sure these books cover how to draw almost all the characters he talks about. I definitely
would recommend them.

This book is great for kids' play-dates or as an in-classroom activity for kindergarteners. The format
and clarity of instructions makes it easy for kids to work with this book on their own. The characters
are cute and cover most of the well known superheros. And the geometric shapes makes it easy for
5-8 year olds to draw them, both on paper and on the computer / ipad using sketchbook or other
similar software.My kids love this book and I would highly recommend it for anyone with kids who
love superheros.

I bought all three of these books - Superheroes, Villians, and Princess/Fairies/Ponies. I like that the

faces and the adorable outfits are more challenging to draw than similar books, which only have
dots for eyes, noses and a line for the mouths. Also I like that the final picture is in color. My only
complaint is that there are no real hands or feet, so I copy hands & feet from another step-by-step
book with more realistic hands, feet or shoes. I hope future books will have that. I am not a child, so
perhaps a young child will not care about the hands or feet.
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